
Signal Processing



Question 1, ElecEng 410
1. (a) An analog signal

Xa(t) = sin(360πt) + sin(480πt) + sin(720πt) 

is sampled at 600 times per second. 
Determine: 
The Nyquist sampling rate for ax t( ) ,

The folding frequency,  
The resulting discrete time signal, x(n), 
Is there aliasing ? 



Question 1, ElecEng 410 Cont'd)
1. (b) Using the Reconstruction formula
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find xa ( t = 12.7 ) for T=1 and x(n)=n,  
for the range of n=9 to n=15. 
What value was expected for  xa ( t = 12.7 )? 
How would you make your answer more accurate? 



Question 2, ElecEng 410

All values calculated and shown by hand or hand calculator.  Show 
all work. No credit for results only. 

2. (a)  Design an M=7 Blackman window FIR linear-phase digital
filter with the desired frequency response: 
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Show the calculated values for the desired impulse response 
n( )dh
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Show the calculated values for Hamming window 
Blackmanw ( )n

Note: 
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Show the final values for the FIR filter coefficients 
h n( )



Question 2, ElecEng 410 Cont'd)
2. (b)  Compute the 8 point radix-2 decimation in frequency FFT

for the given sequence.  Show all work.  No credit for just the
answer.

x n( ) = [1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]

Show the results of each stage of the FFT calculation. 
What is the main advantage of using the FFT over DFT ? 
Note:  
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Applied Electromagnetics



Question 1, ElecEng 461



Question 2, ElecEng 461



Question 3, ElecEng 462
1. A long wire along the z axis forms a travelling wave antenna. The current is

J (r) =

� bz I0 � (x) � (y) e�j� z 0 � z � L
0 elsewhere.

Determine the far electric �eld E (�; �) and magnetic �eld H (�; �) in spherical coordinates radiated
by this current. Note:

= xb sin � cos�+ yb sin � sin�+ zb cos �brbx �bybz
= rb sin � cos�+ �b cos � cos�� b sin�
= rb sin � sin�+ �b cos � sin�+ �b cos�
= rbcos � � �b sin �



Question 4, ElecEng 462
The far electric �eld of a certain antenna is

E (�; �) = �bE0 e�jkr cos (2�) :
r

Determine the directivity of the antenna, and the power radiated.



Nanoengineering



Question 1, ElecEng 482, 588
1. (30%) The electron’s wavefunction is given by



 >

=
Ce−2y (1− e−2y ) y 0

y < 00
(y)Ψ ,  

(a) Normalize the wavefunction, i.e. find value of C 

(b) Find where the electron is most likely to be found (i.e. value of y corresponding to 

the largest probability) 

(c) Calculate <y> and compare it with the result from (b). 



Question 2, ElecEng 482, 588

2. (20%) Derive E(k) formula for quantum wire of rectangular crossection a x b
where b=3a and plot E(k) for 2 lowest energy states for electron and holes. For
calculations assume that effective masses of electron and holes are the same.



Question 3, ElecEng 482, 588

3. (50%) Consider an asymmetric potential well of width b  with the potential
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. Find the condition for electronic energy levels defined as U (x) =

to form in this well.



Computer Engineering



Question 1, ElecEng 458
Consider Instruction Set Architecture and answer the following questions; 
a) Briefly describe immediate and direct addressing modes.
b) Consider a processor with the following features:
-Two-address instruction format; 
-Instructions: ADD, SUB, MULT, and HALT; 
-Addressing Modes: Immediate and Direct 
-Memory Size:  16K words 

Formulate the instruction format for this processor by identifying its fields, number bits 
per field, an op code for each instruction, and a binary code for each addressing mode. 

c) Write down micro-operations and their corresponding control functions for the Fetch
Cycle and Execute Cycle for each of the instructions ADD, SUB, MULT and HALT. 

d) Write an assembly code that uses instructions of the above processor to evaluate
X= 2+B. Also give the binary code for this code, B refers to the address of data in the 
memory.  



Question 2, ElecEng 458

22

 

Consider memory hierarchy organization and answer the following questions. 

a) Explain memory hierarchy organization and the purpose of using it.

b) Find average memory access time Tave as a function of hit ratio h, cache and main
memory access times Tc and Tm.; respectively. 

c) Consider virtual memory management based on the demand paged allocation scheme.
Explain the purpose of using virtual memory management scheme. Give a flowchart that 
explains how CPU finds needed data in the cache, main memory, or secondary disk 
storage.  

d) Explain how processor translates a logical address into its corresponding physical
address? 

e) Discus what factors affects memory hierarchy performance.



Question 3, CompSci 535
Unless otherwise stated, you must justify your answer.

(10 pts.) Suppose a binary tree T has 10 nodes which are labeled 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9. We ran the
preorder and inorder traversals on the tree and the nodes were processed in the following
order:

preorder traversal: 9, 3, 0, 2, 1, 8, 6, 4, 5, 7

inorder traversal: 0, 3, 1, 2, 9, 4, 6, 5, 8, 7

a. (4 pts.) Draw T with its nodes labeled. (Hint: What is the root node? What nodes are in
its left subtree? right subtree?)

b. (6 pts.) Now consider the general problem. Suppose T is a binary tree whose n nodes are
labeled 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. You are given two sequences S1 and S2 that correspond to the order
in which the nodes were processed in a preorder and inorder traversals respectively. Design
a recursive algorithm that constructs T from S1 and S2. Note that it is enough for your
algorithm to describe the children of each node.



Question 4, CompSci 535
(10 pts.) Given a set of linearly ordered keys, the median key is the key in the “middle”.
When the number of keys is odd, the middle key is unique. However, when the number of
keys is even, there are two middle keys. We call one the lower median key and the other the
upper median key. Design an ADT that supports the following methods:

InsertItem(k, e), RemoveLowerMedian(), RemoveUpperMedian()

in O(log n) time when the ADT has n items. When n is even, the items to return for
RemoveLowerMedian() and RemoveUpperMedian() are obvious. When n is odd, then let
these methods simply return the item with the median key.

Hint: Use a max-heap and a min-heap.

Note: Make sure you describe how the items are stored and how the three methods are
implemented sot hat they run in O(log n) time.



Photonics 



Question 1, ElecEng 565

σ ω 

An optical fiber communication system operating at λ = 0.88 µm transmits data over a 
10 km single-mode fiber using unchirped optical pulses with RMS width σ0 = 4 ns. For this 
problem, you can use the dispersion parameter D = −80 ps/(km.nm). 

a) Determine the maximum bit  rate if we use an LED transmitter with an RMS source
spectral width of σλ = 20 nm. 

b) Determine the maximum bit rate if we use a laser transmitter with an RMS source spectral
width of σλ = 0.00001 nm. 

Hints: 

• You may use
σ2

2 = 1 + 
0 

C β2L 
  2

2σ0
2
 

 
+ (1 + V 2) 

β2L
2 

2

2σ0
,

where σ is the pulse RMS width after propagating a distance of L inside an optical 
fiber. C is the pulse chirp parameter. 

• In order to take into account the source spectral width, you can use Vω = 2σω σ0, where
D × σλ = β2 × σω .

λ2
•

2πc 
D,  where β2  is the group velocity dispersion (GVD) You can also use β2  = −

parameter.



Question 2, ElecEng 565 



-- --

Question 3, ElecEng 464

Consider a step index fiber with core index n1 = 1.46 and cladding index n2 = 1.45 has core 
radius of 5µm.
a. Find numerical aperture and maximum acceptance angle if light enters into the fiber from air.
(24 points)
b. Find numerical aperture and maximum acceptance angle if light enters into the fiber from a
medium with refractive index of 1.2. (20 points)
c. Draw the mode pattern of LP01 and LP11 modes. (16 points)
d. We have two light sources available for measuring modal dispersion. One has wavelength of
2.5µm while another is at 0.5µm. Which light source is appropriate for such measurement? Jus-
tify your answer. (20 points)
e. If we use an appropriate light source in d. and measure a time delay of 60 ns for a 2 km long
fiber, estimate the difference between core and cladding indices based on these values. (20
points)



-- --

-- --

Question 4,ElecEng 464
a. A 2cm long Fabry-Perot etalon was made of material with refractive index of 3.5 and was
tested with air as the outside medium. Find its free spectral range in Hz, power reflectance and
finesse. (40 points)
b. Another Fabry-Perot etalon made of the same material (refractive index of 3.5) with 2 identi-
cal mirrors at it ends has the following frequency spectrum from an experiment.
I

I/2 300MHz

300GHz 303GHz 306GHz
Find its free spectral range in Hz and length as well as finesse and power reflectance of the mir-
rors. (40 points)
c. We want to apply the etalon in b. for transmission of optical beam at wavelength of 1.5µm.
Find the exact wavelength transmitted and the linewidth in nm for the etalon. (20 points)



Control Systems 



Equations

• Controls measures from pole locations, given a pole at

s = α+ jω = ωn∠θp (1)

Then percent overshoot is approximated by

P.O. = 100× e−π ω
α

(2)

Rise time and settling time are approximated by

tr ≃
1.8
ωn

, ts ≃
4
α

(3)

• Closed-loop bandwidth can be estimated from open-loop cross-over frequency

ωb ≃
√

2ωc (4)

• Convert from continuous to discrete equivalent poles

zi = esi Ts (5)

where si is a continuous-time pole,Ts is the sample period, andzi is the discrete time

equivalent pole.

• Attach extra sheets as needed to provide space for your answers.

• Clearly identify each of your answers with the corresponding problem number and part, such

as 1.A, 2.B.ii, etc.

• Show your work, to show how you arrived at each answer.

• Several questions marked (Essay Question) are included. Answer these with one or

more complete sentences and complete and logical thoughts. Responses with incomplete

sentences and incompletely described thoughts will be heavily discounted.



• Answer each question by circling true or false.

A) Feedback control can change the poles of a system (true / false)

B) A feedback control system will always be stable (true / false)

C) Feedback control can change the zeros of a system (true / false)

D) Some feedback control systems operate with no sensor (true / false)

E) A feedback controller can be implemented with a computer (true / false)

F) Feedback control can correct for imperfections in the plant (true / false)

G) Feedback control can correct for disturbances acting on the plant (true / false)

H) Feedback control can correct for imperfections in the sensor (true / false)

I) Feedback control can make a slow system fast (true / false)

J) Feedback control can make an inaccurate system accurate (true / false)

K) Feedback control can make an inaccurate sensor accurate (true / false)

L) Feedback control can make a fast system slow (true / false)

Question 1, ElecEng 474/574



Controller
input  e(k) output  u(k)

A discrete controller with sample rate ofFs = 10 samples per second is given by the difference

equation:

u(k) = 1.40u(k−1)−0.45u(k−2)+ e(k)−0.6e(k−1)

A) What isGc (z) = U (z)/E (z), the Z-transform of the controller ?

B) What are the poles and zeros of the controller ? (It is sufficient to show the equations for

determining, and give approximate values)

C) DoesGc (z) incorporate integral control ? ( Yes / No )

D) What are the equivalents-plane poles.

(If you don’t have a calculator, provide the equation for thes-plane poles is sufficient).

E) Accurately draw the pole-zero constellation for the controller on theZ-plane.

• Indicate the stability boundary on the Z-plane.

• Is the controller stable ?

Question . , ElecEng 474/574



Question 3, ElecEng 474/574

• A ship model is given in figure 1.

West Eastθ

φ

θ:  Ship heading angle  (0o: North)

φ:  Rudder angle (0o: neutral)

Figure 1: Ship steering by rudder angle.

Js θ̈(t) = −bs θ̇(t)+Tr (t)Ship Heading Dynamics :

Rudder torque:

Rudder angle:

Tr (t) = ks φ(t)
φ(t)
dt

= kr Vr (t)

where: θ(t) is the ship heading angle, [rad];φ(t) is the rudder angle, [rad];

Js is the inertia of the ship, [Kg - m2];

bs is the rotational drag coefficient, [N-m/rad/sec]

Tr (t) is the rudder torque, [N-m]; ks is the rudder coefficient, [N-m/rad]

kr is the rudder rotation rate coefficient, [rad/sec/volt]

Vr (r) is the applied rudder drive voltage, [volts]

A) Determine the state space model for the ship heading, based on the information given. For

your model, the input is the rudder drive voltage, and the output is ship heading.



B) Using your model from part (1), write a Matlab code segment to plot the response of the ship

to a step change in applied rudder voltage,V (r).

C) Using your model from part (1), write a Matlab code segment to plot the response of the

rudder to a step change in applied rudder voltage,V (r).

D) Give a Matlab code segment to design an LQR controller for ship steering.

Question 3, ElecEng 474/574������



Starting with the block diagram of figure 2,

Controller Plant

r(t) y(t)+

-
Gp(s)Kc  Gc(s) 

sensor

e(t) u(t)

ys(t)

Figure 2: Block diagram with plant and compensator.

and with the plant transfer function

Gp (s) =
10(s+6)

(s+2)(s2+2s+1)

For specifications:

A) Ts < 1.0 [sec]

B) Tr < 0.5 [sec]

C) P.O. < 7%

D) SSE|step < 0.0001

Carry out:

A) Accurately sketch the on the S-plane the regions determined by each of the first three

performance specifications. Show the S-plane region in which the closed-loop poles must

lie.

B) One separate S-plane axes, accurately sketch the root locus for each of P, PD, PI and

PID control with the plant (Total of five S-plane sketches, with one for regions and 4 for

controllers.)

C) Most suitable control structure to meet the specifications

i ) Determine the most suitable control structure to meet the specifications.

ii ) (Essay Question) Explain the reasoning behind your determination of controller structure.

D) Design a controller to meet the specifications

i ) Select a controller structure

ii ) Determine pole and/or zero locations for the controller

iii ) Accurately sketch the root locus of the system with your designed controller

An extra page is provided on the next page

Question 4, ElecEng 474/574



A) The Bode plot of a loop gainGp (s) is given in figure 3. Using the bode plot, determine or

approximate the values listed in the table 1, below.

B) Using figure 3, estimate tranfer functionGp (s), write your answer on the next page.

C) On the next page, sketch the root locus for the system described by figure 3.
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Figure 3: Bode plot of loop gainGp (s) .

Question 5, ElecEng 474/574



Characteristic or performance measure Determine or Approximate Value

System Type

Cross -over frequency

Phase Margin

Gain Margin

Stable / Unstable ?

Bandwidth

Steady State error for a step input

Steady state error for a ramp input

Tracking accuracy withωt = 0.1 [rad/sec]

Noise rejection withωs = 100 [rad/sec]

Table 1: Table of system characteristics to be determined from the Bode plot.



 Power



Question 1, ElecEng 47��57��575

Q1

Q2

D1

D2

Ra

La

ea

ia

va

+

_
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The figure below shows the configuration of a single-phase full-bridge phase-controlled DC drive
system. The motor is separately excited with constant field current. The diodes are used to
prevent negative voltage occurrence on the armature. Q1 is turned on at ωt=α and Q2 is turned
on at ωt=π+α. Assume that the system is working in continuous conduction mode (CCM). Also
assume that the back emf, ea,  is constant. Draw the waveforms of va, ia, iQ1, iD1, and iS.



The current source inverter below has the switching pattern shown.  Draw the waveforms for ia,
ib, ic and Vab, assuming the gate switching pattern sequence shown and that Is is constant.

Question 2, ElecEng 57��575



Question 3, ElecEng 47�

(a ) What is a line charging? And how will the line charging affect the bus voltages 

(b) Why a transformer does not have sub-transient and transient reactances? 

(c)  Both buses i and j belong to a N bus system, which of the following choices can not 
be true and why,  where Zij is a term in the Z bus matrix and Yij is a term in the Y bus 
matrix 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

  Zij = 0 and Yij = 0 
  Zij ≠ 0 and Yij ≠ 0 
  Zij ≠ 0 and Yij = 0 
  Zij = 0 and Yij ≠ 0 



(2) A four-bus system has a sub-transient Z Bus matrix as shown below.  If a three –
phase fault with fault impedance j0.1 occurs at bus 1.  Assuming the system was 
unloaded when the fault happened.  Please find the fault current and after-fault  
bus voltages at each bus. 

j0.9812 j0.8511 j0.8672 j0.7854 
j0.8511 j0.9763 j0.7926 j0.8304 
j0.8672 j0.7926 j0.9273 j0.8279 
j0.7854 j0.8304 j0.8279 j0.9334 

Question 4, ElecEng 47�
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